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Originally published in 1912 as a portion of the author’s larger “The European Beginnings of
American History,” this Kindle edition, equivalent in length to a physical book of approximately 20
pages, describes the causes and battles of the Hundred Years’ War—the series of conflicts in
which successive English kings attempted to dominate France from 1337 to 1453.Sample
passages:Edward III was not content, however, with the English throne. He thought he had a
claim to the French one as well. His mother, Isabella, was the daughter of Philip IV of France.
After Philip’s death his three sons had reigned successively, but they had all died leaving only
daughters as heirs. Edward thought that his mother, being Philip’s daughter, had a better right to
the French throne than any of these granddaughters, and that he, as her son, ought to be
recognized as king of France. But rather than endure the rule of a foreigner, the French people
unearthed an ancient code of laws that had prevailed in France centuries before, called the Salic
law, which declared it illegal for women to inherit land. They claimed that this barred Isabella,
and her son also, from inheriting the throne. So a cousin of Philip IV, Philip of Valois, was
declared king of France.…At last they came to battle with the French king and his army at
Poitiers and utterly defeated them, although the French far outnumbered them. In this battle the
English archers with their long bows again did good work. The long bow was five feet or more in
length, and every man who bore one had used it from his boyhood up, so that he was
marvelously skillful in shooting with it. He carried his arrows in a quiver at his side and could
shoot with great rapidity, while the crossbow which the French archers used had to be wound up
after each shot. The English had good reason to be proud of their stout bows. A feather from a
gray goose-wing tipped the sturdy arrow and seldom failed to make its way straight to the heart
of the foe.About the Author:Author and historian Alice Minerva Atkinson was one of the first two
women to earn a Master of Arts degree at the University of Pennsylvania (1893). She later
earned Penn’s first Ph.D. in Classical Studies. Other works include “Introduction to Western
History for Chinese Students” and “The Chronology of Horace’s Satires and Epistles: A Thesis.”
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C. Carpenter, “Your Money's Worth!. This little 99-cent book is worth every penny! I am getting
ready to take a two-week course at Oxford University on "The Hundred Years War." And, after
struggling through the recommended reading and finding it dull, dry, disorganized and totally
forgetful, I happened upon this neat little volume in the Kindle Store. Four of us have read it so
far, and it tells you the really important highlights of this really important time in English/French
history.  Not an in-depth study but certainly useful.  I recommened it!”

Barbee B, “A Brief Review of an Interesting book... I was woefully ignorant of the Hundred Years'
War, but wanted more than a Wikipedia entry and less than a very expensive (to me) Kindle
book.I purchased this short history for 99 cents and found it as well written, informative, and
mesmerizing as any of today's more well known authors. The book was pure history but written
in a very readable and engaging style. The author wrote in a style emphasizing the humanity of
the players without 'romanticizing' the ugliness of these events. I teared up several times (an
amazing thing for this cynical woman) as the author factually yet sensitively outlined the brutality
and treachery of what befell Joan of Arc.For 99 cents I read a captivating vignette and increased
my knowledge and appreciation of this historical event. I would recommend this book to anyone
who, like myself, wants a overall historic lesson in a short, well written style. I will read more of
this authors works, if available.”

Jan Denno, “Short but succinct. If you kind of know a little about the hundred years war this can
tie the parts together. It is a good and brief recounting of the battles and principal actors and
factors.”

nicholas, “Good very short book that gets to the point in .... Good very short book that gets to the
point in a concise way - a bit old fashioned, but very clear”

Steve Weddell, “Good start to understanding the 100 years war. Short but consise.”

Allison, “Not a bad book f or review.. This book will give you th e quick and dirty history o f the
hundred years war sparing many details. Perfect if you need a review, though I am sure many
newer books have updated accounts of the war...”

Dommy, “Good summary.. Very brief summary describing the key points of the Hundred Years'
War. This should only be used as a springboard into further study as it does not provide detail
and it requires some foreknowledge. Good work summarising the War but requires further study.”

PAUL FRENCH, “Excellent short history. Very concise history of a long and complicated
historical period. Informative and pleasurable read that avoids being overly complicated.



Recommended”

Sally McGregor, “A brief history. Excellent book, short and to thepoint, looking forward to others
in the series and hope they are just as good”

The book by Lynn Gilbert has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 15 people have provided feedback.
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